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The subject innovation provides for systems and methods to
optimize control systems for networked industrial sensors or
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rily in an industrial automation environment. The invention
provides self-sensing and communication With sensors, and
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integration of control methods and strategies With decision
support and logistics systems, to optimize speci?cally
de?ned operational and performance objectives.
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SELF SENSING COMPONENT INTERFACE
SYSTEM
TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the art of netWorked
industrial sensors and control systems (e.g., networked indus

trial process-line interlock systems and components thereof)
and more particularly to control systems and methods for

self-sensing, communicating With, monitoring of, controlling
and optimiZing utiliZation of netWorked industrial sensors
and related control systems primarily in an industrial auto

mation environment. The invention provides self-sensing
and/or communication With sensors, and integration of con

trol methods and strategies With decision support and logis
tics systems, to optimiZe speci?cally de?ned operational and

performance objectives.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002]

The global economy has forced many businesses to

operate and conduct business in an ever increasingly ef?cient
manner due to increased competition. Accordingly, ine?i
ciencies that Were once tolerated by corporations, due to a

change the reaction temperature by providing erroneous tem
perature readings resulting in no damage to the process line
but resulting in a chemical product that is dangerous or oth

erWise outside of acceptable product parameters, etc.), other
unacceptable conditions, or combinations thereof among oth
ers. Ensuring that a sensor or device associated With the

process line is compliant is of signi?cant importance in light
of the high cost of infrastructure, reliable products meeting
production speci?cations, ef?ciency of the process line or the
business objectives of a business entity, minimizing doWn
time of a process line or business entity relying on a process

line and facilitating a safer Working environment.
[0005]

Further, such sensors are combined With other sys

tem components, such as valves, pumps, furnaces, heaters,

chillers, conveyor rollers, fans, compressors, gearboxes, and
the like, as Well as With appropriate motor drives, to form
industrial production lines. For example, a break press Work
station may be combined With a pressure sensor to ensure that

a Worker is in the proper position to operate the break press on
the production line, as Well as With several other sensors

monitoring the position of Work pieces entering and exiting
the break press to ensure that the Work pieces are properly

positioned for operation of the break press, Whereby the fail
ure of any sensor, use of an incompatible sensor, or Worse, the

prior parochial nature of customers and suppliers, noW have
to be removed or mitigated so that the respective corporations
can effectively compete in a vastly more dynamic market

process (e.g., damaging Work pieces, the break press itself,

place.

the operator or bystanders, and may result in extended and

intentional bypassing of a sensor, may result in a failure of the

trolled interlock systems and optimization of process line

expensive doWntime of the entire associated process line).
[0006] The sensors incorporated into such process line sys

“uptime” through input from numerous other sensors associ
ated either directly or indirectly With the process line. Such

tems (e. g., interlock sensors, environmental sensors, area sen
sors, process condition sensors, Zone protection sensors,

sensors may monitor environmental conditions, fans, con

among many others) are commonly chosen according to
speci?cations for a particular application or process in Which

[0003]

Many industrial processes are subject to sensor con

veyor systems, compressors, gear boxes, motion control
devices, electric motors, pumps, and mixers, as Well as

hydraulic and pneumatic machines driven by motors. Further,
such sensors frequently monitor the human interface compo
nents of process lines and may control process line interlocks

(e. g., they may interrupt or halt an active production line, or
prevent the startup of a production line, based on an operator
or Worker’s actions, or process line or environmental condi

tions, in relation to sensors associated directly or indirectly

With the process line). For example, machines and plant envi

the sensor or sensor system is to be employed. For example,
a risk analysis of a process line can be carried out to identify

haZards, assessment of haZards and techniques to reduce the
acceptable residual risk. Some of the common haZards of
machines can include, among others, mechanical haZards,

electrical haZards, thermal haZards, haZards by noise, vibra
tion, radiation, material and other substances, haZards posed
by non-ergonomic design related issues. Appropriate sensors
and/or devices can be selected to help achieve a desired
machine or process line fault tolerance and level of safety
according to relevant directives and standards, such as, opera

ronments can endanger the life and health of personnel and
improved sensors can reduce the exposure of personnel to
such risks.
[0004] Often, sensors and other devices in an industrial
process must meet certain compliance requirements to pro

betWeen failure (MTBF) levels, or combinations thereof,

vide long term functionality of the process line. Further,

among other criteria or metrics.

Where sensors are employed in critical applications, for
example Worker safety sensors and/or devices, these sensors
can be held to stringent compliance requirements. Sensors or

[0007] While the operating speci?cations for the sensor
system components may provide for component device selec

tor position, vibration levels temperatures, production levels,
speeds, pressures, fume levels, ruggedness, mean time

tion to achieve one or more system operational maxima (e. g.,

devices that fail to meet these compliance requirements (e.g.,

temperatures, caustic chemical resistance, etc.), other perfor

noncompliant sensors or devices) may result in failure of a
process line to start-up Where a noncompliant sensor or
device is connected to a process line interlock, cause damage
to the process line either by causing the process line to run

mance metrics (e.g., e?iciency, cost, lifetime, MTBF, sensor
degradation, etc.) for the components and/or the system of
Which they form a part, are not typically optimal. For

outside of acceptable parameters or by direct damage to the

tical sensor upon failure, the replacement may not be optimal
Where an improved replacement sensor has become available.
A second example is that a sensor is repeatedly failing at 50%
of the claimed MTBF period indicating that either the sensor

process line (e.g., the noncompliant device causes a poWer
spike on a system bus damaging other electrical components,
the noncompliant device causes a repetitive stress injury to a

process line Worker interacting With the device, etc.), cause
failures of products produced on or associated With a process
line associated With the noncompliant device (e.g., a noncom
pliant temperature sensor on a chemical process line may

example, even Where a sensor may be replaced With an iden

is from a sub standard manufacturer or that the environmental
conditions of the sensor are not What they Were thought to be.
The cost of replacing a sensor that impacts a production line
is not just the cost of the sensor itself, rather it must include
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the cost of lost production and exposure to risk for production
line Workers. Repeated replacement of sensors With substan
dard components, inoperative components, or improper com
ponents, is likely inef?cient and costly. These issues may be

magni?ed Where single vendor sensor system component
selection is not desirable from a cost or availability stand

point. Purchasing sensor system components from discrete

ing machine diagnostic and/ or prognostic information in con
nection With optimiZing an overall business operation. Thus,
the present invention abstracts sensor or device data so that it

can be employed in connection With optimiZing overall busi
ness operations as compared to many conventional systems
that employ sensor or device data solely in connection With
machine maintenance.

vendors may reduce costs to the production line oWner but

[0012]

correspondingly may increase costs for determining Which
vendor’s product has failed, designing a metric system for

invention can be employed so as to optimiZe an overall busi

comparing components from separate vendors, and manage
ment costs of replacements components. Thus, separate
selection of components based on cost or individual ef?cien

The aforementioned novel features of the subject

ness commensurate With set business objectives. Moreover,
as business needs/objectives change, the invention can pro

vide for dynamic adjustment and/or modi?cation of sub
systems (e.g., sensors and devices, business components,
con?gurations, process steps, etc.) in order to converge

cies may result in an integrated system that is sub-optimal
With regard to ef?ciency, throughput, or other optimiZation

toWard the neW operating mode that achieves the business

criteria.

objective in an optimum manner. Thus, the subject invention

[0008] Moreover, typically, the speci?cation for such
machines or components thereof is performed at an isolated

ascertains and abstracts sensor or device data (e.g., compli
ance data, diagnostic and/ or prognostic data and sensory out

level or level of granularity such that higher-level aspects of a

put) and employs such data not only in connection With opti

business or industrial concern are overlooked. Thus, there is a

miZing process line utiliZation at a loW level, but also to
maximiZe utiliZation of a process line given constraints asso

need for methods and systems by Which, compliance, e?i
ciency, and other performance characteristics associated With
selecting and utiliZing control systems and methods for self
sensing and communication With sensor systems and compo
nents thereof may be improved.

ciated With high-level business objectives. Various models
including simulation models, rule-based system, expert sys
tems, or other modeling techniques may be used to establish
the range of possible operating conditions and evaluate their

potential for optimimiZing process line operation.
SUMMARY

[0009] The folloWing presents a simpli?ed summary of the
subject innovation in order to provide a basic understanding
of some aspects described herein. This summary is not an

extensive overvieW, and is not intended to identify key/critical
elements or to delineate the scope of the claimed subject

[0013] To the accomplishment of the foregoing and related
ends, the invention, then, comprises the features hereinafter
fully described. The folloWing description and the annexed
draWings set forth in detail certain illustrative aspects of the
invention. HoWever, these aspects are indicative of but a feW

of the various Ways in Which the principles of the invention

may be employed. Other aspects, advantages and novel fea

matter. Its sole purpose is to present some concepts in a
simpli?ed form as a prelude to the more detailed description

tures of the invention Will become apparent from the folloW

that is presented later.
[0010] The disclosed subject matter provides for determin

conjunction With the draWings.

ing detailed description of the invention When considered in

ing if devices or systems intended to be integrated With an

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

existing system satisfy compliance requirements (e.g., Where
the system is a safety system, compliance requirements can
include standards such as EN954-l, EN ISO 13849-1,
IEC61508, IEC/EN62061, . . . ). An electronic signature

associated With the neW device or system is identi?ed and

analyZed, and if the analysis deems the device or system
compliant, it is alloWed to be integrated With the existing
system. If the analysis does not deem the device or system
compliant, further testing or analysis can be performed to
assess compliance. If after the analysis is complete, the device
or system is not compliant it is not permitted to be integrated
With the system.
[0011] The invention provides control systems and meth
odologies for controlling a process having one or more sen
sors or other devices associated With a process line, Which

provide for optimiZed process performance according to one

[0014] FIG. 1 is a high level diagram ofa system in accor
dance With the subject invention.
[0015] FIG. 2 is an illustration of exemplary components
for a system in accordance With the subject invention.
[0016] FIG. 3 is a high-level ?oW diagram in accordance
With one particular aspect of the subject invention.
[0017] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary belief netWork in
accordance With the subject invention.
[0018] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exem
plary distributed sensor system having a host computer as
Well as multiple sensors or devices in conjunction With a

single process line and multiple compliance components net
Worked for peer-to-peer and/ or host-to-peer communication
according to an aspect of the invention.
[0019] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating another
exemplary distributed sensor system having a host computer

or more performance criteria, such as ef?ciency, component
life expectancy, loWer cost or better performing sensors from
differing manufacturers meeting minimum sensor or device

multiple process lines and multiple compliance components

speci?cations (e.g., compliant sensors or devices), maximiZ

netWorked for peer-to-peer and/or host-to-peer communica

ing process line “uptime” by monitoring sensor performance
for real-time or predictive analysis degradations, providing
datum for analysis of optimum replacement WindoWs, or the

tion according to an aspect of the invention.

as Well as multiple sensors or devices in conjunction With

[0020] FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary intelligent agent
based frameWork in accordance With the subject invention.

like. Additionally, the compliance of a sensor or device can be

[0021]

more easily assessed by analyZing data or handshakes ascer
tained from a sensor or device associated With a process line.

system in accordance With the subject invention.
[0022] FIGS. 9 and 10 illustrate exemplary computing

FIG. 8 is a high level illustration of a distributed

More particularly, the subject invention provides for employ

devices in accordance With embodiments described herein.
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[0023]

FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary non-limiting appli

cation in accordance With the disclosed subject matter.

[0028]

In addition, the attached ?gures and corresponding

description beloW illustrate the invention in association With

optimizing system and/or component ef?ciency, although it
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Will be recognized that other performance characteristics of a
sensor or device system may be optimized individually or in

[0024]

The subject innovation is noW described With refer

used to refer to like elements throughout. In the following
description, for purposes of explanation, numerous speci?c

combination, Which performance characteristics may
include, but are not limited to, life cycle cost, e?iciency, life
expectancy, human health factors, throughput, emissions,
operational cost, MTBF, noise, vibration, energy usage, and

details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understand

the like. Furthermore, the aspects of the invention may be

ence to the drawings, Wherein like reference numerals are

ing of the claimed subject matter. It may be evident, hoWever,

employed to provide for optimization at a higher system level,

that such matter can be practiced Without these speci?c
details. In other instances, Well-knoWn structures and devices
are shoWn in block diagram form in order to facilitate describ

Wherein a process comprises a plurality of sensor or device
systems as part of an overall automation system such that one
or more performance characteristics of the entire process are

ing the invention.
[0025] As used in this application, the terms “component,”

the invention can be employed in connection With optimizing

optimized globally. Moreover, as discussed herein, aspects of

“handler,” “model,” “system,” and the like are also intended to
refer to a computer-related entity, either hardWare, a combi
nation of hardWare and softWare, softWare, or softWare in
execution, in addition to electro mechanical units. For
example, a component may be, but is not limited to being, a

many higher level systems (e.g., business-based system). The
higher-level system optimization may prescribe not operating
at an optimum ef?ciency point With regard to single process

process running on a processor, a processor, an object, an
executable, a thread of execution, a program, and/or a com

may supersede more narroW, limited scope objectives of
achieving the most ef?cient usage of existing process or pro
cess line resources. The subject invention employs a perfor

puter. By Way of illustration, both an application running on
a server and the server can be a component. One or more

components may reside Within a process and/or thread of

or process line utilization. Rather, a more important, over

arching objective such as maximizing revenue generation

mance driven approach to leverage off developments in diag
nostic and prognostic algorithms, smart process line

execution and a component may be localized on one com

components, novel uses of existing sensor or device technolo

puter and/or distributed betWeen tWo or more computers.

gies, neW sensor or device technologies, smart sensors or

Also, these components can execute from various computer
readable media having various data structures stored thereon.
The components may communicate via local and/or remote

devices, and integrating these technologies among others in a
frameWork of an enterprise-Wide asset management (EAM)
system. The combination of optimizing methods and pro

processes such as in accordance With a signal having one or

cesses in the frameWork of an EAM system comprise anAsset

more data packets (e. g., data from one component interacting
With another component in a local system, distributed system,

Optimization System.

and/ or across a netWork such as the Internet With other sys

[0029] In addition to maintenance and repair costs, consid
eration for issues such as operational impact, business strat

tems via the signal).

egy, and supply chain (e. g., connected supplier-manufac

[0026] The subject invention provides for system(s) and

turer-customer) issues are also considered. There are several

method(s) relating to employing sensor or device data in
connection With optimizing an overall system or process. The

compelling business drivers that often make cost-effective

sensor or device data can be collected dynamically (e.g., in

nomically sound, but also a business imperative. These recent
business drivers include greater concern for protecting the

the form of diagnostic data or control data) and/ or generated
in the form of prognostic data relating to future sensor or

sensor or device reliability and management not only eco

environment, ultimate concern for Worker Well-being, con

device state(s). The sensor or device data can be collected

nected (e.g. virtual) organizations, make-to-order operating

and/ or generated in real-time (e. g., in situ, dynamically, With
out signi?cant lag time from origination to collection/genera

strategy, pay-for-performance (e. g. poWer-by-the-hour), con
taining Warranty costs, and competitive time-based perfor

tion). The sensor or device data can be analyzed and the

mance With greater scrutiny and expectations in a rapidly

analysis thereof employed in connection With optimizing

expanding e-business World.

machine utilization as Well as other business components or

[0030] Although, the subject invention is primarily

systems (e.g., accounting, inventory, marketing, human

described in connection With sensors or devices in use in

resources, scheduling, purchasing, maintenance manufactur

industrial process line systems, it is emphasized that the sub
ject invention applies directly to other commercial and indus

ing . . . ) so as to facilitate optimizing an overall business

objective or series of objectives or concerns.

The invention provides methods and systems for

trial sensor or device systems. These systems could include
for example a plant HVAC system, a conveyor system, a

controlling a sensor or device system in order to optimize one
or more performance characteristics associated With the sys

etching processes) or other continuous process systems, or

[0027]

semi-conductor fabrication line, chemical processing (e.g.

tem While operating Within speci?ed operating constraints.

monitoring systems such as environmental monitoring for

The invention is hereinafter illustrated With respect to one or
more sensor or device systems and controls therefore. HoW
ever, it Will be appreciated that one or more aspects of the

natural events (eg ?ood or earthquake sensing), or human
in?uenced events (e. g. chemical releases into streams or ter

invention may be employed in operating other sensor or

ror related events monitoring). Providing overall asset opti
mization as proposed herein can require integrating and opti

device systems, including but not limited to sensors or

mizing other sensor or device components in a plant. The

devices operating in self-sensing modes, single or multiple
sensor or device processes, single or multiple process line

scope of the subject invention as de?ned by the hereto
appended claims is intended to include all such embodiments

control systems, and distributed process line control systems.

and applications.
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[0031] FIG. 1 is a high level diagram of one particular
system 100 in accordance With the subject invention. The

the costs associated With and making an incorrect inference as

system includes a plurality of sensors or devices 110 (SEN

to the overall business concern.

to prognosing an event and its associated Weight With respect

SOR/DEVICEl through SENSOR/DEVICEN N being an

[0035]

integer) each of Which is operatively coupled in a manner to
share data With a compliance device 120. Where more than

the bene?ts of sensor or device monitoring and condition

The present invention takes into consideration that

based maintenance may be signi?cantly enhanced by inte

one sensor or device is present, these sensors or devices may

grating real time diagnostics and prognostics techniques

be operatively coupled to one or more of these other sensors
or devices in a manner to share data betWeen each other as

Within the framework of an automatic control system. System
operation may be prescribed based on the predicted or proba

Well as With the compliance device 120. It is to be appreciated

balistic state or condition of the sensor or device in conjunc

that individual sensors or devices do not have to be of the
same type, model, manufacturer, or format as any other sen
sor or device of the plurality of sensors or devices 110.

tion With the anticipated Workload or demand or probabalistic

[0032]

Each of the plurality of sensors or devices 110 may

contain additional circuitry that is not directly the subject of
the present invention, hoWever, data that could be provided to

demand along With other operational and performance con
straints. The generated decision space may be evaluated to
insure that suitably robust decisions are made that maximiZe
the speci?ed business objective such as revenue generation or

life cycle cost by maximiZing process line “uptime” by select

the subject invention enabled by additional sensor or device

ing an optimum WindoW for degraded sensor or device

functionality should be considered generally as subject mat
ter of the present invention Where this data may be monitored,
analyZed, or used in predictive analysis and be thereby incor
porated into a control system for process(es) monitored by the

replacement in conjunction With predicted or expected peri

plurality of sensors or devices 110. Further, a sensor or device

dynamically compensating control and ultimately for man
aging and optimiZing system asset utiliZation.
[0036] Moreover, it is to be appreciated the subject inven

may be exceedingly simple, for example a mechanical sWitch
or contact sensor, Whereby the operative coupling to share
data With the compliance device 120 may be as simple as a

single or paired electrical conductor. Moreover, advanced
sensors and devices may require more advanced operative

couplings, for example ?ber-optic connections, Wireless con
nections, USB-type connections, or Ethernet-type connec

ods in Which the process line is not running. Thus the subject
invention integrates pro gno stics With control linked business

objectives and strategies to provide unique opportunities for

tion can be employed in connection With initial speci?cation,
layout and design of an industrial automation system (e.g.,

process, factory) such that high-level business objectives
(e.g., expected revenue, overhead, throughput, groWth) are
considered in connection With predicted sensor or device

tions, among others, to share data With the compliance device

characteristics (e.g., life cycle cost, maintenance, doWntime,

120. HoWever, even Where an advanced sensor or device may
be able to share more or better data With an advanced opera

health, ef?ciency, operating costs) so as to converge on speci

tive coupling to the compliance device 120, the present inven
tion does not necessitate sharing all data betWeen the sensor
or device and the compliance device 120, any data shared
betWeen the sensor or device and the compliance device 120
is su?icient to be considered Within the scope of the present

tem so that a mapping to the high-level business objectives is
more closely met as compared to conventional schemes
Where such layout and design is performed in more or less an
ad hoc, manual and arbitrary manner. Further, continued use
of analytics of sensor or device performance under actual

invention (e. g., incomplete or limited data sharing is consid
ered by the inventor to be With the scope of the present

development of additional facilities. Integrating information

invention.)

regarding opportunities for real-time prognostics and opti

[0033]

miZing control can in?uence the initial design and con?gu
ration of the system to provide additional degrees of freedom

The compliance device 120 may or may not be

communicatively coupled to an external data store 140 or to

the internet 160. One embodiment of the present invention
envisions operation of the compliance device in a standalone
manner Wherein, the compliance device 120 may communi
cate With or receive data from the plurality of operatively
coupled sensors or device 110 and at least a default analysis

?cations, layout, and design of the industrial automation sys

operating conditions may be later integrated at retooling or

and enhance the capability for subsequent prognostics and
optimiZing and compensating control.
[0037] Wherein the compliance device 120 is operating in a
standalone mode, a full complement of communications
With, or data monitoring from, the plurality of sensors or

may be conducted Without requiring external resources, for

devices 110 may be combined With a default analysis or user

example a determination of sensor or device process line or

programmed analysis of sensor or device data. For example,

system compliance, among others. HoWever, Where an exter
nal data source 140 is communicatively coupled to the com

When operatively coupled to a very basic sensor such as a

pliance device additional, functionality is envisioned. Simi
larly, Where the compliance device is communicatively
coupled to the internet 160, additional functionality is envi
sioned.

[0034]

sWitch, the compliance device 120 may communicate a test
signal (e. g., a Waveform, among others) that may be commu
nicated back to the compliance device 120 by the sWitch
device over the operative coupling (e.g., a tWo conductor
connector or a Wireless communications channel, among oth

These additional functionalities of the subject

invention employ various high-level data analysis, modeling

ers). The compliance device 120 may then analyZe the
returned signal against the sent signal to determine if the

and utiliZation schemes in connection With providing some of

sensor is compliant With either a default or user programmed

the advantages associated With the invention. For example,
Bayesian Belief Networks can be employed in connection
With the subject invention. A probabilistic determination

analysis as a compliant device, a very basic form of self

model and analysis can be performed at various levels of data
to factor the probabilistic effect of an event on various busi
ness concerns given various levels of uncertainty as Well as

sensing technology. Other means of determining compliance
may also be employed, such as self-sensing of Output Signal
SWitching Device (OSSD) sensors or devices among others.
[0038] Discussing at least one aspect of the invention at a

more granular level, solely for sake of understanding one
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particular context of the invention, a sensor may be attached

to a standalone mode compliance device (SACD) having
parameters, for example, as speci?ed in Tables 1 to 3. The
parameters presented in Tables 1-3 are presented only as
exemplary, non-limiting examples and should not be so con
strued as to limit any embodiment of the disclose subject
matter to the presented parameters. One of skill in the art Will
appreciate that parameters, such as those presented here, are

Widely variable and application speci?c and that any and all
sets of parameters that facilitate aspects of the disclosed sub
ject matter are to be considered Within the scope of the dis

TABLE 3-continued
Test Out_put Speci?cations
Parameter

Description

Pulse Testing
ON State Current
OFF State Current

250 pSec Pulse every 250 mSec
100 mA(max)
10 [1A(max)

ON State Voltage
OFF State Voltage
PoWer Supply Input Voltage

PoWer Supply Input Voltage
1 V(max)
19.2 VDC to 28.8 VDC

closed subject matter. The SACD may then, for example,
propagate a test query signal to a communicatively coupled
sensor or device, such as a light curtain for example. The
sensor or device may be, for example, of a dry contact or

OSSD character and have no other higher level functionality.
The self-sensing mode of the compliance component can

then, for example, analyZe the signal returned from the sensor

[0039] Continuing With the discussion of the at least one
aspect of the invention at a more granular level, solely for sake
of understanding one particular context of the invention, in a
most simplistic example, a light curtain With OSSD character
may be connected to a SACD (coupled to a process line

or device to determine if there is ground fault, poWer rail fault,

emergency stop function). Wherein the SACD may determine
that the SACD is functioning properly (e. g., the SACD passes

determination of a the dry contact or OSSD character of the
device, and self test the compliance device to ensure that an

an internal self test of components such as poWer levels,

internal failure of the compliance device is not occurring, or

the SACD may determine by, for example, sending a square

some combination thereof among others. The results of these

analyses could then be incorporated into a determination such
as signaling for a halt of the process line, setting an alarm,
logging the data, requesting other actions, or some combina
tion thereof among others.
TABLE 1

Safe@ Input Speci?cations
Parameter

Description

Input Types Supported

Software selectable as:
Dual Channel Equivalent

OSSD (Output Signal Switching Device)
Input Current @ 24 V
ON State Input Voltage
OFF State Input Voltage
Input Pulse Testing

12.4 mA
14.2 V
10.65 V
With OSSD Connected:
Pulse Width 100 pSec(Min) to 500 pSec(Max)
Pulse Period: 10 mSec(min) to 500 mSec(max)

ground levels, and opto-coupler functionality, etc.). Further,
Wave Waveform test signal and verifying that a monitor on the

output terminal indicates that the signal sent is suf?ciently
similar to the intended signal to be sent, that the test signal
output of the SACD is not faulted to either ground or poWer.

[0040] A next step in this simplistic example Would be to
determine if the return signal from the light curtain is sul?
ciently similar to the test signal sent, indicating that a dry
contact type device may be present. In this case, Where the
light curtain is an OSSD device, the return signal Wouldnot be
suf?ciently similar and a ?ag may be set that a dry contact
character device is not communicatively coupled to the
SACD. The SACD may then execute, for example, a fre
quency analysis of the returned signal to determine if the

signal is suf?ciently compliant With an OSSD signal (see for

example Table lilnput Pulse Testing parameter above)
Whereby an OSSD compliance ?ag may be set. If the exem

plary OSSD character light curtain device provides a compli
ant OSSD signal the SACD may for example set the OSSD
character ?ag positive and not trigger a process line emer

TABLE 2

gency stop function, thereby alloWing the process line to start
up after neW installation of the light curtain device or not

Safe Stop Safey Out_put Speci?cations
Parameter

Description

Output Type
Pulse Testing

Solid State, PNP, Dual Channel
250 nSec pulse every 200 mSec

ON State Current
OFF State Current
ON State Voltage
OFF State Voltage

100 mA(max)
100 uA(max)

PoWer Supply Input Voltage
1.4 V(max W/o load connected)

PoWer Supply Input Voltage

19.2 VDC to 28.8 VDC

halting the process line Where the light curtain device is
functioning in an operating process line.
[0041] Continuing With this simplistic example, the com
pliance device may continue to monitor the light curtain for
noncompliant data. An example of noncompliance may be for
instance that the light curtain has internal damage that pulls
the OSSD output doWn, Whereby the frequency test Would fail
and an emergency stop of the process line may be effected to
prevent operation of the process line With a faulty and non

compliant light curtain. A second example of a noncompliant
TABLE 3
Test Outjput Speci?cations
Parameter

Description

Output Type

Solid State, Totem Pole, Dual Channel

Sense

Selectable from: PoWer to Release or
PoWer to Lock

device, Wherein the compliance device may halt a process

line, may be the installation of a properly operating light
curtain device Wherein the installer has bypassed and
grounded out the compliance device test signal input to defeat
a safety interlock. While these extraordinarily simpli?ed
examples of determining device compliance have been pro
vided, the subject invention is not limited to such simplistic
and basic functionality and many more advanced examples of

compliance analysis, signal analysis, and communicatively
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coupled sensor and device functionality is to be considered
Within the scope of the present invention as is herein disclosed
and claimed.

through a suitable replacement, repair, upgrading, or added

[0042] Leaving the simplistic example provided herein

established operational and business objectives.

redundancy in the plurality of sensors or devices 110 While

achieving required operating objectives and optimiZing

above, Where the compliance device 120 is operating in stan

[0046]

dalone mode and coupled to a more advanced sensor or

subsets of the sensors or devices can be aggregated so as to

device, the full complement of communications and analysis

provide for data relating to clusters of sensors or devicesithe

modes may attempt to send a test signal as above Where there

cluster data can provide for additional insight into overall

is no connection to a test signal output or Where an unsolicited

Moreover, it is to be appreciated that data relating to

system performance and optimiZation. The clusters may rep

signal is received at a signal input of the compliance device
120, the default or user programmed analysis of this signal
may indicate a compliant non-dry contact device, a compliant

resent sub-systems or logical groupings of sensors or devices

OSSD (e.g., an Output Signal SWitching Device), or a com
pliant device With more advanced data communication capa
bilities. Additional stand alone functionality may include

process entities. Clusters may be dynamically changed based

cyclic testing for compliance, data logging (e.g., FIFO data
logging, connection to an external data logging device, etc.),
or interacting With external systems such as safe-stop func
tion of a process line 150 or triggering of Warning systems

(e.g., Warning lights, alarms, ?re systems triggering, etc.),
among others.)
[0043] Where the compliance device 120 is communica
tively coupled to an external data store 140, additional func
tionality is envisioned. The data store 140 may function as

additional data storage for data logging functions. Further,
additional analysis modes, device identi?cation and compli
ance protocols, business goals, accounting information,
maintenance scheduling systems data, replacement part order
inventory data, MTBF data, device statistics, user accessible

along a process line or functionality of a cluster of sensors or

devices. This grouping may be optimiZed as a collection of
on changing operating requirements, sensor or device condi

tions, or business objectives. The compliance device 120 may
include an enterprise resource planning (ERP) component
that facilitates analyZing the sensor or device data as Well as

data relating to the business concern components (e. g., utili

ties components, processes components, accounting compo

nents, manufacturing goals components, etc.) The data is
analyZed and the compliance device 120 may execute various
optimiZation programs to identify con?gurations of the vari
ous components so as to converge more closely to a desired

business objective. For example, assume a current business

objective is to operate in a just in time (I IT) manner and
reduce costs as Well as satisfy customer demand. If the inven

tory component indicates that ?nished goods inventory levels
are above a desired level, the ERP component might deter

mine that it is more optimal given the current business objec

functionality, process line data, other business concerns, or
combinations thereof, among others, may be stored and

Would result in less Wear on sensors or devices and associated

accessible to the compliance device on the data store 140.

machinery, or that the process line may be shut doWn for

[0044] Similarly, Where the compliance device 120 is com
municatively coupled to the intemet 160, additional function
ality is envisioned. All of the functionality of the data store
140 may be duplicated though an internet connection to a

remote data store. HoWever, by communicatively coupling
the compliance device 120 to the internet 160, real time

monitoring of the compliance device 120 and the analysis of

tive to run the process line at 60% rather than 90% Which

service of sensors or devices or other regular maintenance as

indicated in a maintenance component thereby reducing over
all labor and repair parts costs. This Will also result in reduc
ing excess inventory over a prescribed period of time as Well
as increasing life expectancy of the sensors or devices and
machines of the process line as a result of operating the
process lines at a reduced Working rate.

sensor and device data may be remotely monitored. Further,
the compliance device 120 may be programmed to access the
internet to search for compliance signals from sensors or

Interaction and collaboration betWeen these functions are

devices that produce unrecognized compliance data. These

typically limited to the areas of operations scheduling and to

[0047] Maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) activities
are generally performed separate from control activities.

searches may include searched of prede?ned manufactures

a lesser extent in equipment procurementiboth are con

Websites, compliance signal clearinghouse Websites, or gen
eral searches. In addition, remote programming, update, diag

cerned With maximizing production throughput of the pro

nostic and other functionality may be implemented on the
compliance device 120 by users through an internet (or net

Work) type connection 160.
[0045] Within the implementation of the system in accor
dance With the subject invention as illustrated in FIG. 1, the
predicted operating state(s) of the sensors or devices may be
determined based on expected demand or Workload or a

probabalistic estimate of future Workload or demand. Sensor
or device data can be employed in connection With predicted

process line activity, overall production goals, loWer cost or

cess machinery. Information from MRO systems and from
machinery control and production systems are related and can

provide useful information to enhance the production

throughput of process equipment. The subject invention
leverages off opportunities realiZed by closely coupling sen
sor or device health (e. g. diagnostics) and anticipated health
(e.g. prognostics) information With real-time automatic con
trol. More importantly, it is possible to change hoW the system
is controlled, Within certain limits, to alter the rate of sensor or

device degradation or stress. Using real-time diagnostic and
prognostic information the subject invention can be

more e?icient or effective sensors or devices from a plurality

employed in connection With altering future state(s) of the

of sensor or device manufacturers, device in use analysis for

process line and thus impact the survival of the sensor or
device. This future operating state can be speci?ed to be an

calculations of actual failures against MTBF predictions, and
other business concerns. Similarly, expected environment
(eg temperature, pressure, vibration, . . . ) information and

improved state over that Which Would occur if one did not
alter the control based on sensor or device health information.

possible expected damage information may be considered in
establishing the predicted future state of the system. Unde

Furthermore, the future state achieved could be optimal in

sirable future states of the system may be avoided or deferred

before failure (MTBF) for example.

some manner such as improving sensor or device mean time
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[0048] With respect to asset management, it is to be appre
ciated that the system 100 may determine for example that
purchasing several more advanced sensors as compared to

replacement of failed sensors With identical parts may be
more optimal given a particular set of business objectives.
[0049] It is also to be appreciated that the various sensors or
devices 110 or business components accessed either inter
nally or externally by the compliance device 120 or a subset
thereof can be located remotely from one another. The various

tion thereof, among others. The test signal may be a broadcast
signal to all sensors and devices, a sub-group of sensors or
devices, or addressed to a single intended device. A broadcast

signal or other signal generaliZed to communicate With mul
tiple devices is transmitted to a plurality of sensors or devices
110 that contains only a lesser populated pool of sensors or
even a single sensor or device is considered Within the scope
of the current invention. The means for communicating a test

signal 210 may be a separate component Within the compli

sensors or devices 110 and/or components can communicate

ance component 120, may be an external and separate com

by Wireless or Wired netWorks (e.g., internet 160). Moreover,

ponent (not illustrated) to the compliance component 120, or

the subject invention can be abstracted to include a plant or

may be a feature of another component (not illustrated) inter

series of plants With Wireless or Wired netWorked equipment

nal or external to the compliance device 120 such as the

that are linked via long distance communications lines or
satellites to remote diagnostic centers and to remote e-com

communication component 260, among others.
[0052] Communication data formats may be for example,

merce, distribution, and shipping locations for dynamic lo gis
tics integrated With plant ?oor prognostics and control. Thus,

example, Where a contact sWitch may only be able to indicate

optimiZation and/or asset management in connection With the
subject invention can be conducted at an enterprise level

may be a sensor device that can communicate rich data such

simple or rich data streams or handshakes among others. For

actual sensory data (e.g., the on-off signal), a light curtain

Wherein various business entities as a Whole can be sub

as proximity, interruptions, operating state, counts, tempera

components of a larger entity. The subject invention affords

ture, vibration, speed, etc. Where sensors or devices are built
to an industrial or manufacturer data standard, signals sent
from or returned from the devices, in addition to sending a

for implementation across numerous levels of hierarchies
(e.g., individual sensor or device, cluster of sensors or
devices, sensors or devices on a single process, sensors or

signal that may be analyZed for compliance, may be able to

devices for an overall business unit, overall division, parent

communicate additional information such as device model

company, consortiums, etc.)

identi?cation, device parameters, device serial numbers or
other identi?cation information, device usage to date or archi

[0050] The invention thus provides for maximization of
ef?ciency of a process line, Wherein operation thereof takes
into account desired process performance, such as replacing
degraded sensors or devices during periods Where the process
line may be doWn for other routine maintenance (e.g., replac
ing a functioning sensor upon aging to the MTBF at an

employee shift change), determining Which sensors or
devices may be in need of maintenance or ready for replace
ment based on predictive analysis or real time diagnostics,
replacement of sensors or devices Where improved or more
cost effective sensors or devices may have become available
(e. g., the system may monitor a sensor or device manufacturer
or alternate sensor or device manufacturer for improved ver
sions of a sensor or device in the process line and determine

val usage data, device fault history, device condition, device
diagnostic data, sensory or other device data, and combina
tions thereof, among others. While a control system may be

able to extrapolate proper operation and conformance of the
contact sWitch from the most basic signal output, it should be
understood that a control system user may determine compli

ance and manually input compliance data. Further, analysis of
multiple sources of data may be used for determination of
sensor or device compliance and function (e.g., the contact

sWitch on-off signal may be correlated With the light curtain

signal, expected Work piece throughput, Worker inputs, or
modeled behavior for the contact sWitch in the particular

application, and combinations thereof, among others.)

the feasibility, for example as a function of time, of upgrading

[0053]

the sensor or device With the neW sensor or device), continued

means for communicating With a sensor or device 220. The
means for communicating With a sensor or device 220 may be

operation of a process line based on desired business objec

The compliance component 120 may also access a

operation of the process line despite the failure of one or more

a separate component Within the compliance component 120,
may be an external and separate component (not illustrated)

of the redundant sensors or devices, and increases or

to the compliance component 120, or may be a feature of

decreases in process line performance in conjunction With the

another component (not illustrated) internal or external to the
compliance device 120 such as the communication compo
nent 260, among others. The means for communicating With
a sensor or device 220 may employ Waveforms, digital hand

tives Where redundant sensors or devices alloW continued

performance condition of a sensor or device in place on the
process line (e. g., a process line With a degraded but not failed
proximity sensor may be alloWed to run at 50% productivity

rather than immediately stopping production to replace the

shakes, optical signals, Wireless signals, RF signals, or other

sensor, alloWing the sensor to be replaced at an employee shift
change Whereafter the process line returns to 100% ef?ciency,

equivalent means of communicating data betWeen a sensor or

thus according With business objectives) by consideration of
prognostic and optimization data.
[0051] FIG. 2 is an illustration of exemplary components
for a system in accordance With the subject invention. The
compliance device 120 may access a means of communicat

ing a test signal 210 to the plurality of sensors or devices 110.

The test signal may be, for example, a Waveform that Will
elicit a knoWn or unknown response from a sensor or device

receiving the test signal. Moreover, the test signal could be, as
additional examples, a digital outbound handshake signal, an
optical signal, a Wireless signal, an RF signal, or a combina

device and the compliance device 120. The device commu
nication may be invited by a broadcast signal to all sensors
and devices, a sub-group of sensors or devices, or addressed
to a single intended device. Further, the device communica
tion may be a passive or active listening device for incoming
data or communications from sensors or devices and may
receive unsolicited communications from sensors or devices.

[0054] A compliance device 120 may also access an inter
nal or external component library 250 for identifying com
pliance handshakes from sensors or devices in communica

tion With the compliance device 120. This component library
may also contain additional algorithms for decoding and/or
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processing and analyzing sensor or device communications

With process lines 240, analysis of sensor or device commu

by the analysis component 230 of a compliance device 120.

nications 220 for compliance or data logging and optimiZa

[0055] Further, a compliance device may access a commu
nications component 260 for communication over the inter

tion methods and prognostics, access to component libraries

net 160 or by Wired or Wireless networks or direct connections
to a host computer 270. Access to the internet 160 may alloW

computer 270 or located on the internet 160 or at a remote

remote operation, programming, updating, data monitoring,

computer 270, or some combination thereof, among others.

250 and data stores 140 internally, externally, or hosted on a
location, communication over the internet 160 or With a host

signaling, data streaming, or other actions of the compliance

Other features may be incorporated in to the analysis compo

device 120 to or from a remote location. Use of a host com

nent 230 to, for example, increase functionality or to accom

puter 270 may alloW similar functionality.
[0056] For example, a rich data light curtain sensor may
become damaged from exposure to normal vibration on the

process line, the control system may monitor degraded per
formance in real time, request operation condition of the

modate changes to connections, communications netWorks,
or connections to data sources such as accounting informa

tion systems components, maintenance scheduling compo
nents, business goals components, order tracking and produc

modeling of the sensor, among others. The control system
may then determine acceptable compliance for continued

tivity components, or combinations thereof among others.
[0060] Additionally in the example, notices may be sent to
a maintenance department for example, indicating that a
replacement or repair of the light curtain should be scheduled

operation of the process line by analysis of data acquired by

and indicating an optimum WindoW for replacement of the

the system historically, based on manufacturer speci?cations
stored in the control system or external to the system, speci

sensor. The control system may function to implement a
repair schedule across a plurality of process lines and numer
ous sensors independent of human interaction, (e. g., com
puter controlled scheduling for an entire process line, manu

sensor, receive an unsolicited condition signal from the sen
sor, or predict that the sensor is degrading based on predictive

?cations from the manufacturer access by use of the internet
or by direct netWork or telephony connection to the manufac
turer, use of analytics for similar devices, and manual user

input, among others, and may communicate this analysis to a
host computer or a remote Work station.

[0057] The compliance component 120 may also access a
means for communicating With process line(s) 240. The
means for communicating With a process line(s) 240 may be

a separate component Within the compliance component 120,
may be an external and separate component (not illustrated)
to the compliance component 120, or may be a feature of

facturing facility, national operations for a company, or global
corporate operations across single or multiple processes and

process lines, among others.) Additionally, the control system
may track part inventory, suggest ordering replacements or
upgrades, or directly order replacement or upgrade parts, for
example, to ensure that parts are available to complete main
tenance requests.
[0061] The invention may also predict sensor or device

another component (not illustrated) internal or external to the
compliance device 120 such as the communication compo
nent 260, among others. Signals to the process line may be

failure, for example, Where the process line continues running
While replacement of the light curtain has been scheduled, the
control system may based on historical data, predictive mod
eling, or real time monitoring, among others, determine that

appropriate to increase, decrease, or stop the production line,

the contact sWitch sensor may be nearing failure. Further, the

among others.

control system may determine the type of failure expected
(e.g., that contact sWitch sensors fail catastrophically rather
than degrading). Where the expected contact sWitch failure is
predicted near the replacement or repair of the light curtain,
the control system may determine that repair of the contact
sWitch should occur contemporaneously, rather than alloWing

[0058] For example, Where the rich data light sensor in the
above example is degrading and a determination is made that
the sensor is not suf?ciently functional to maintain full pro
cess line function, a further determination may be made by
the control system to use redundant sensors, such as a contact

sWitch sensor monitoring the same process in the process line,

in conjunction With the degraded light curtain to maintain full
operation. Even Where the light curtain completely fails, the
control system may continue full process line function
through monitoring of the redundant contact sWitch sensor. In
addition, the control system may determine that the process

the contact sWitch to reach failure. Alternatively, Where the
contact sWitch sensor is redundant, the control system may
schedule the repair at a future expected shut doWn of the

process line independent of the repair or replacement of the

light curtain.

line may be run at less than full capacity to either meet

[0062] Moreover, Where a business goal has been analyZed
by the control system, the control system may make determi

business goals or to alloW continued operation of the process
line Within the remaining functionality of a degraded sensor.

nations to help achieve those goals in an e?icient manner. For

Moreover, Where a sensor has catastrophically failed and no

room for error has been accepted, the control system may
determine that the cost of a process line being doWn is less

redundant sensors are available for continued operation, or a

example, Where a special large production run With minimal

sensor has degraded such that decreased performance of the

e?icient that expending additional cost to replace, repair, or

line in continuing operation is suf?ciently ine?icient, or the

upgrade aged, degraded, or predicatively determined failures

nonconformance of a sensor(s) or device(s) creates a haZard

of sensors or devices for example, and may order and sched

ous condition, the control system may deactivate the affected
process line for maintenance, cause other process lines to
increase in productivity to account for the deactivated line,

ule service to attempt to meet the prescribed business goal

notify appropriate entities of the decreased performance of

through preemptive maintenance. Further, Where multiple
process lines may be required to meet the special production
run, the control system may analytically determine and

the affected process line or overall process capability, or

schedule maintenance on a portion of a line, portions of

combinations thereof, among others.

multiple lines, entire lines, all lines, or combinations thereof.

[0059] An analysis component 230 may for example

In addition, Where different process lines may become inter
dependent to meet a business goal, the control system may

execute instructions for signaling sensors or devices 210 and
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interact With the differing processes to determine hoW best to

may reenter the methodology 300 While non-compliant

achieve the business goal With optimum e?iciency.

devices trigger additional actions, for example, safe-stopping

[0063] The system may obtain such information from a
host computer and/ or other information systems, scheduling

provide process line data and scheduling maintenance, etc.

systems, inventory systems, order entry systems, decision
support systems, maintenance scheduling systems, account
ing systems or control systems among others Within a larger
process via a netWork or Wireless communications. More
over, this information may be obtained via a Wide area net

Work or global communications network, such as the lntemet.
In this regard, the optimization of one or more performance
characteristics may be optimized on a global, enterprise-Wide
or process-Wide basis. The invention thus alloWs a system

a process line, checking for redundant sensors or devices to

HoWever, additional steps (not illustrated) may be performed
With the analyzed data depending on the content of the data
analyzed in block 330. Data analyzed may include real time
data received from the sensor or device communication con

taining, for example, a device identi?cation, a returned signal
from the device polling step of 310, diagnostic or prognostic
information stored on an advanced sensor or device and com

municated in block 320, but may also include data relating to
sensor or device diagnostics or prognostics collected from a

operator to optimize process e?iciency in light of overarching

historical database 140, collected in situ, for example, from

business goals. Predicted operating states of the machine may

operation of an order tracking component collected over a
netWork connection such as the intemet 160, data collected
from other netWorked sensors or devices, data generated by
analyzing the aforementioned collected data in a current or

be determined based on expected demand or Workload or a

probabalistic estimate of future Workload or demand. Unde
sirable future states of the system may be avoided or deferred

through a suitable change in the control While achieving

required operating objectives and optimizing established
operational and business objectives.
[0064]

Data acquired can also be used to model environ

mental operating conditions for a sensor or device such that

the expected environment (e. g. temperature, pressure, vibra
tion, . . . ) information and possible expected damage infor

mation may be considered in establishing the predicted future
state of the system. These models may be re?ned by compari
son to real time data collection, historical comparison to
failed sensor or device components, and predictive models
provided by sensor or device manufacturers. This information

may be further analyzed against business operations goals,
cost ?les, predicted future sensor or device costs, costs of

installation and maintenance, costs and performance of alter

prior iteration, or combinations thereof among others (not
illustrated for ease of understanding.) Data relating to various
business concerns (e. g., inventory, revenue, marketing,

accounting, utilities, cash ?oW, mission statements, manufac
turing, logistics, asset management, layout, processes, etc.)
may be received and/ or generated. Such data can be gathered
for example from various business softWare packages, manu
ally, spreadsheets, etc. Moreover, some of the data may be

generated via employment of arti?cial intelligence systems
(e.g., neural netWorks, belief netWorks, fuzzy logic systems,
expert systems, data fusion engines, combination thereof).
[0068] Wherein the compliance component may access,
store, and analyze data from a plurality of data components,
either locally or remotely, the data analysis may trigger other
functions such as data logging, process line safety stops,

nate sensors or devices from the same or different manufac

process line productivity adjustments, scheduling mainte

turers, etc., to improve sensor or device selection to meet the

nance of sensors or devices, or suggesting replacements or

business objectives of the entity.

upgrades, among others. The invention may provide the mea

[0065]

such sensor systems are scalable to provide control systems

sured attribute(s) to a neural netWork, an expert system, a
fuzzy logic system, and/ or a data fusion component, or a

and methods for self sensing, communicating With, monitor

combination of these, Which generates the diagnostics signal

ing of, controlling and optimizing utilization of, netWorked
industrial automation environment, from the most simple
single operation sensor to vastly more complex systems

indicative of the health of the sensor or device system. Fur
ther, the prognostic analysis of this data can serve to preemp
tively maintain or upgrade sensor or device components
based on MTBF, degraded sensor or device signals, diagnos

monitoring sensors across multiple production lines in a

tics or prognostics received from advanced sensors or

single company, multiple production lines across multiple
companies or operation locations, and even global operations
across multiple continents and independent companies each

devices, prognostic devices based on real time acquired data

It Will be appreciated by one skilled in the art that

industrial sensors and related control systems primarily in an

for historical failures of sensors or devices, etc. Applying this
advanced data analysis in the sensor or device control system

operating a multitude of process lines.

through various business concern components and systems

[0066] FIG. 3 is a high-level ?oW diagram in accordance
With one particular aspect of the subject invention. Where the
compliance device enters the methodology 300 for commu

may optimize process line “uptime”, increase employee
health, and improve control system performance over time. It
is to be appreciated that the subject invention employs highly
sophisticated diagnostic and prognostic data gathering, gen

nicating With a plurality of sensors or devices 110 at active
polling block 310 of the plurality of sensors or devices 110
(either as a broadcast poll or addressed to a single sensor or

eration and analysis techniques, and such should not be con
fused With trivial techniques such as automatic disconnect

device) the methodology 300 proceeds to block 320 Where

based on an excessively high current or temperature to be

sensor or device communication is received from the plurality
of sensors or devices 110. The methodology may also be

integrated diagnostics (e. g., something is Wrong) and control
(e.g., automatic contact closure).

entered at block 320 Where the compliance component 120 is

[0069] PROGNOSTICS & CONTROL: Although process
optimization has been employed for many years (eg

set to either passively or actively listen for sensor or device
communications. The data or signals communicated to the

compliance component 120 in block 320 are then analyzed in
block 330.

[0067] The data analysis in block 330 is alWays checked for
device compliance in decision block 340. Compliant devices

dynamic optimization) such as for continuous chemical pro

cessing applications, unique and important bene?ts are pos
sible by utilizing sensor or device diagnostics and prognostic
information to prescribe an optimum control action dynami
cally. The bene?ts of integrated diagnostics and control may

